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Abstract

Gene set analysis (GSA), a popular approach for analyzing high-throughput

gene expression data, aims to identify sets of related genes that show signifi-

cantly enriched or depleted expression patterns between different conditions.

In the last years, a multitude of methods have been developed for this task.

However, clear guidance is lacking: choosing the right method is the first hur-

dle a researcher is confronted with. No less challenging than overcoming this

so-called method uncertainty is the procedure of preprocessing, from knowing

which steps are required to selecting a corresponding approach from the pleth-

ora of valid options to create the accepted input object (data preprocessing

uncertainty), with clear guidance again being scarce. Here, we provide a practi-

cal guide through all steps required to conduct GSA, beginning with a concise

overview of a selection of established methods, including Gene Set Enrichment

Analysis and Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery

(DAVID). We thereby lay a special focus on reviewing and explaining the nec-

essary preprocessing steps for each method under consideration (e.g., the

necessity of a transformation of the RNA sequencing data)—an essential aspect

that is typically paid only limited attention to in both existing reviews and

applications. To raise awareness of the spectrum of uncertainties, our review is

accompanied by an extensive overview of the literature on valid approaches for

each step and illustrative R code demonstrating the complex analysis pipelines.

It ends with a discussion and recommendations to both users and developers

to ensure that the results of GSA are, despite the above-mentioned uncer-

tainties, replicable and transparent.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Gene set analysis (GSA) is a common approach to gaining insight into high-throughput gene expression data by
detecting sets of related genes that show an enriched or depleted expression pattern between two conditions (such as
cases and controls of a specific disease). GSA is thus considered an extension to the no less well-known differential
expression analysis (Khatri et al., 2012), which, on the other hand, produces a list of individual genes that show a signif-
icant difference in gene expression between two conditions. Through the aggregation of genes with a common relation
into gene sets, GSA boasts an increased statistical power and a simplified interpretation of the results, compared to dif-
ferential expression analysis (Ackermann & Strimmer, 2009; Khatri et al., 2012).

Although a multitude of different methods have been proposed for GSA in the last years, it is hard for benchmark
studies to keep pace with these developments. It has been observed that these benchmark studies only cover a small sub-
set of available methods and that the results in terms of the best and poorest performers differ strongly (Xie et al., 2021).
In particular, there are methods that score best in one benchmark study, while being the worst performer in another. This
lack of reliable guidance for users aiming to choose the most suitable GSA method results in what we denote as method
uncertainty, following the terminology introduced by Hoffmann et al. (2021) in a more general context.

This method uncertainty is accompanied by a variety of options within each individual GSA method, such as the
choice of particular numeric parameters or the choice of the gene set database. These options in principle enable the
methods' users to adapt them to the given research question and data at hand. While loose guidance is provided in the
form of a default option for some parameters, the choice of the most suitable parameter value is often unclear, resulting
in what we denote as parameter uncertainty.

The lack of guidance is even more pronounced when it comes to the generation of the required input objects of the
individual GSA methods (e.g., list of differentially expressed genes, ranked list of all genes, or preprocessed gene expres-
sion data set). Here, the choice of the exact approach to preprocessing among a variety of valid options is largely left to
the user, typically without any guidance through default approaches. Particularly for users with little bioinformatics
experience, this so-called data preprocessing uncertainty may present a considerable difficulty when conducting GSA.

Although a variety of review articles addressing GSA have been published in the past, they primarily focus on the
theoretical principles underlying the methods. For instance, some summarize the underlying structures of existing GSA
methods into a common modular framework (Ackermann & Strimmer, 2009; Maleki et al., 2020). Others discuss the
challenges and limitations of the three general approaches to GSA (Khatri et al., 2012). Practical guidance for GSA is
provided for two web-based applications (Reimand et al., 2019), however, focusing primarily on using the applications
and interpreting the results while touching only sparsely upon other choices related to data preprocessing.

In the general context of statistical analyses, the entirety of choices the user is confronted with is commonly referred
to as researchers' degrees of freedom (Simmons et al., 2011). In the context of GSA, the researchers' degrees of freedom
related to method, parameter, and data preprocessing uncertainty outlined above may make it difficult for users to
obtain an overview of all steps required to conduct the analysis. This circumstance is further aggravated by the varying
quality of the instructions and user manuals provided for the different methods. While for some methods, a detailed
illustration of the required steps for preprocessing and running the method itself is provided, the manuals of other
methods are considerably less instructive.

In view of this situation, the aim of this paper is to bring light into the darkness of all steps required to conduct
GSA. While we cannot solve the spectrum of choices and uncertainties the user is confronted with by giving explicit
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recommendations among the variety of options, we believe that the awareness of their existence and relevant character-
istics is an important step towards more reliable results. The aim of our paper is threefold. First, we provide an overview
of a selection of methods identified as widely used and/or well-performing in previous literature, including criteria
guiding the choice (Sections 2 and 3). Second and most importantly, we review the practical steps related to
preprocessing procedures required to generate the input objects accepted by the considered GSA methods (Section 4).
This part is illustrated through documented example R codes. Third, we discuss the implications of the different types
of uncertainties and formulate recommendations for methods' users and developers (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). In the
Supporting Information, we address existing parameter and data preprocessing uncertainties by providing an extensive
review of the multitude of available options and approaches.

2 | GENERAL PRINCIPLE

Methods developed for GSA typically have the same starting point and follow (variants of) a common framework. An
understanding of this framework forms the cornerstone for recognizing similarities and differences between the
methods and choosing the most suitable one for a specific research question at hand. In the following, we give an over-
view of the starting point of all GSA methods which is followed by a description of two general approaches to GSA.

Two components are required for GSA, namely (i) a gene expression data set, with corresponding assignments of
the samples to the conditions, such as case and control of a specific disease, and (ii) a gene set database. The gene
expression data set of dimension N�p contains the individual gene expression measurements of N genes across p sam-
ples in the form of integer count data. In principle, a higher value indicates a higher level of gene expression (see
Section 3.1 in the Supporting Information for a more detailed description). The second component that is required for
GSA is a gene set database which provides information on how the genes from the experiment are aggregated into gene
sets. This aggregation is typically based on specific commonalities between the genes such as common chromosomal
locations or biological functions (Subramanian et al., 2005). We note that individual genes can, dependent on the gene
set database, be assigned to more than one gene set, resulting in a certain overlap between some gene sets.

Statistical methods for GSA can be divided into three major approaches, namely over-representation analysis
(ORA), functional class scoring (FCS), and pathway topology (PT). These approaches differ in the extent to which the
information from the gene expression data set is utilized and therefore greatly vary in the complexity of the underlying
methodology.

In this work, we focus on methods ascribed either to ORA or FCS for which an overview of the underlying method-
ology is provided in Figure 1. This focus is substantiated by the selection criterion described in Section 3. However, for
completeness, a short description of methods assigned to PT is provided in Section 1.2 in the Supporting Information.

2.1 | Over representation analysis

GSA methods classified as ORA (Draghici et al., 2003), which can be found on the left part of Figure 1, commonly are
the least complex among the three approaches. The required input typically consists of a list of differentially expressed
genes which is generated using a suitable method for differential expression analysis (Step 1). Then, a contingency table
is generated which displays the frequencies of differential expression (differentially expressed versus not differentially
expressed) and membership to the given gene set (member of the given gene set versus not a member of the given gene
set) for all genes from the experiment (Step 2). For an illustration of the corresponding contingency table, see Table 1.

The null hypothesis states that the given gene set is not differentially enriched, i.e. that there is no association
between membership of a given gene set and differential expression. Accordingly, a specific gene set is detected as dif-
ferentially enriched if the number of its gene set members that are differentially expressed (H) is too high to be caused
solely by chance (Step 3). The null distribution of H is modeled using the hypergeometric distribution. In the context of
ORA, the corresponding population size (i.e., the entirety of genes) is typically referred to as “universe” or “set of back-
ground genes”. Note that an elaboration on important aspects of the universe is provided in Section 4.1.2 in the
Supporting Information. Eventually, a p-value of over-representation, on which the assessment of differential enrich-
ment of the given gene set is based, is typically obtained using Fisher's exact test, which is described in further detail in
Section 1.1 in the Supporting Information.
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2.2 | Functional class scoring

Unlike ORA, methods classified as FCS (see right part of Figure 1) do not only consider the subset of differentially
expressed genes but instead utilize the expression profiles of the entirety of genes from the experiment (Maleki
et al., 2020). For each gene, a gene-level statistic is generated which reflects the extent to which its expression pat-
tern differs between both conditions (Step 1) (Ackermann & Strimmer, 2009). Here, a positive and negative value
indicate an association with the first and second condition, respectively. A corresponding ranking of all genes from
the experiment is generated based on their values of the gene-level statistic. A position at the upper and lower tail
of the ranking indicates a strong association of the corresponding gene with the first and second conditions,

RNA-Seq 
data set

Gene set 
database+

1.
Gene-level statistic 

Functional Class Scoring

4.
Assessment of gene set significance

based on permutation testing 

2.
Gene set-level statistic
("Enrichment score") 

3.
Choice of null hypothesis 

Over-Representation Analysis

1.
Unranked list of differentially

expressed genes 

3.
Assessment of gene set significance 

2.
2x2 contingency table of differential

expression vs. gene set membership 

FIGURE 1 General overview of GSA approaches ORA and FCS, their required input, and preparatory steps. Depending on the form of

the gene expression data set and practical aspects of the corresponding methods, additional preparatory steps might be necessary. FCS,

functional class scoring; GSA, gene set analysis; ORA, over-representation analysis.

TABLE 1 Contingency table in over-representation analysis generated from all genes in the experiment.

Differentially expressed Not differentially expressed Total

Member of gene set H G�H G

Not a member of gene set L�H N�L� G�Hð Þ N�G

Total L N�L N

Note: N indicates total number of genes from the experiment; H indicates number of genes from the input that are members of the given gene set (“hits”); L
indicates number of genes in the input list; G indicates number of genes that are members of the given gene set.
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respectively, while a location in the middle implies that there is no particular association with any of the condi-
tions. While some FCS methods generate this gene ranking internally, meaning that they only require the input of
a (preprocessed) gene expression data set, others require the user to provide a gene ranking that has been gener-
ated externally.

Then, for a given gene set, the values of the gene-level statistics (or in some cases, the corresponding ranks) of all
gene set members are aggregated into a gene set-level statistic (typically called enrichment score) to summarize whether
the gene set members' expression patterns gravitate towards one of both conditions, that is, the genes are located
towards the upper or lower end of the ranking, or else not associated with either of the conditions (Step 2)
(Subramanian et al., 2005).

There are two types of null hypotheses that determine how to assess differential enrichment of a given gene set
(Step 3), namely competitive and self-contained (Goeman & Bühlmann, 2007). Depending on the type of the null
hypothesis, a p-value is obtained through an appropriate procedure of permutation that empirically generates a null dis-
tribution of enrichment scores against which the true enrichment score is compared (Step 4). The choice of the compet-
itive null hypothesis implies comparing the association between the given gene set and the conditions to the
association between the remaining genes and the conditions. In this case, the null distribution of enrichment scores is
in practice approximated by repeating the analysis a large number of times with randomly generated fictive gene sets
from the entirety of genes in the experiment that are of the same size as the given one, a procedure denoted as gene set
permutation. For each of these randomly generated gene sets, an enrichment score is obtained from the initial ranking
of all genes.

In contrast, a self-contained null hypothesis focuses on the given gene set, regardless of the remaining genes
in the experiment. Accordingly, the null distribution of enrichment scores is obtained by generating a large num-
ber of random permutations of the assignments of the conditions to the samples (phenotype permutation). For
each of these permutations, a corresponding gene ranking is generated from which the enrichment score is
extracted.

3 | METHODS

Over the past years, a multitude of methods have been proposed for both ORA and FCS which differ in the specifics to
assess differential enrichment. Beyond the distinction of ORA versus FCS, these may include biological aspects consid-
ered to be relevant as well as the handling of characteristics inherent to RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) data which might
affect the results.

Note that in this paper, we explicitly distinguish between theoretical and computational GSA methods
under the aspect that each theoretical method, initially described in a scientific publication, is implemented in one
or more computational methods (also denoted as “application”), either exactly or with some modifications.
For instance, the common theoretical method Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) from the publication of
Subramanian et al. (2005) has been implemented in several computational methods, namely directly in a
web-based application but also, with slight variations to the original underlying methodology, in several R
packages. When referring to both theoretical and computational methods, we use the overall term methods,
correspondingly.

From the multitude of existing (theoretical and computational) methods, we have made a selection based on popu-
larity that is presented in Table 2. This selection is derived from the work of Xie et al. (2021) who provide a comprehen-
sive reference database of existing GSA methods together with a quantification of the respective popularity. For a more
detailed description of the selection criterion, inspect Section 2.1 in the Supporting Information. Note that the resulting
selection consists only of methods assigned to ORA or FCS since PT generally scores considerably lower in terms of
popularity in the considered reference database.

In the following, we provide a compact summary of each theoretical and corresponding computational method
among this selection and focus on their respective specifics. For each of these methods, we additionally illustrate the
correct use in the form of R code. Furthermore, we address the parameter uncertainties by demonstrating in the illus-
trations how the corresponding parameters can be adapted in the code.
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3.1 | Methods for ORA

3.1.1 | clusterProfiler's ORA

In contrast to Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) and GOSeq, which apply some
modifications to the general ORA framework (see Section 2.1), a direct implementation is offered by the R package
clusterProfiler (Wu et al., 2021). Given the list of differentially expressed genes as input, a two-dimensional con-
tingency table (see Table 1) is generated which displays the frequency of differentially and non-differentially expressed
genes in one dimension and the frequency of genes that are members of the given gene sets and genes that are not in
the second dimension. Eventually, the p-value of over-representation of a given gene set is assessed using the hyper-
geometric distribution and Fisher's exact test.

3.1.2 | Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery

DAVID (Huang et al., 2009a, 2009b) is a collection of web tools developed to provide an understanding of the bio-
logical meaning behind lists of genes. Within this collection of tools, the functional annotation tool provides a con-
servative variant of the classical ORA framework presented above such that the (adjusted) p-value increases for
each gene set. This adaption, called “EASE score” (Hosack et al., 2003), favors larger gene sets since these are con-
sidered more “robust” to variations in the method used for generating the input list of differentially expressed
genes. In particular, the detection of over-representation of gene sets containing only a single gene is precluded
completely.

3.1.3 | GOSeq

GOSeq (Young et al., 2010) is an ORA method that addresses the circumstance that for RNA-Seq data, the probabil-
ity of detecting a gene set as differentially enriched increases as the gene set members increase in transcript length,
even if they remain constant in their level of differential expression between both conditions (Oshlack &
Wakefield, 2009). A more detailed description of this so-called “length bias” is provided in Section 2.3 in the
Supporting Information.

GOSeq counteracts length bias by incorporating each gene's estimated probability of being detected as differentially
expressed depending on the gene's transcript length in the form of a probability weighting function.

By default, Wallenius' non-central hypergeometric distribution (Wallenius, 1963), which employs an extension of
the standard hypergeometric distribution, is used to assess differential enrichment. In this method, it is assumed that
within the given gene set, all genes have the same probability of being drawn from the universe and that this probabil-
ity differs from the common probability of all genes outside of this gene set.

TABLE 2 Overview of the considered GSA methods, considering that each theoretical method (“Theoretical method”) is implemented in

one or more computational methods (“Implemented in comp. method(s)”).

Theoretical method ORA or FCS Implemented in comp. method(s) R or web Selection criterion

ORA ORA DAVID Web Popularity

clusterProfiler R Popularity

GOSeq ORA GOSeq R Popularity

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis FCS clusterProfiler R Popularity

GSEA Web Popularity

GSEAPreranked Web Popularity

PADOG FCS PADOG R Performance

Note: While the column “R or Web” indicates whether the associated computational GSA method is in the form of an R or web-based application, the column
“Selection criterion” distinguishes between a high popularity or a high performance as the criterion used to select the method.
Abbreviations: DAVID, Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery; FCS, functional class scoring; ORA, over-representation analysis;
PADOG, pathway analysis with down-weighting of overlapping genes.
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3.2 | Methods for FCS

Before giving a short overview of each FCS method under consideration, we will elaborate on an important distinction
between the computational FCS methods which has a relevant impact on the practical steps that have to be performed
by the user. In addition, we elaborate on common flexible parameter choices for these computational methods
(i.e., parameter uncertainties) in Section 4.2 in the Supporting Information.

3.2.1 | Distinction: FCS I versus FCS II

One substantial difference between different computational methods classified as FCS is the form of the input object.
While some require a manually ranked gene list as input, others accept a (preprocessed) gene expression data set as a
whole, from which the gene ranking is generated internally. Since this distinction leads to a noticeable difference in the
required preprocessing, it is addressed in this work by the subdivision of the computational FCS methods (see Table 3)
into FCS I, which contains all computational methods that accept as input the (preprocessed) gene expression data set,
and FCS II, which is based on a gene ranking. Note that for FCS II, this gene ranking is typically generated by con-
ducting differential expression analysis and applying a suitable gene-level statistic to the quantities in the corresponding
results table (see Section 4.6).

Since in the transition from the gene expression data set to the gene ranking, the information of the conditions
(i.e., phenotypes) of the samples is lost, phenotype permutation, which is accompanied by a self-contained null hypoth-
esis, cannot be performed for FCS II methods. Therefore, only gene set permutation (and thus a competitive null
hypothesis) can be used to assess the significance of a given gene set.

We underline that the distinction between FCS I and FCS II is only made between computational FCS methods
(and not theoretical FCS methods). For instance, the computational method GSEA is classified as FCS I and
GSEAPreranked as FCS II while both provide an implementation of the theoretical method GSEA. Important aspects
to consider when choosing between computational FCS I and FCS II methods are provided in Section 2.4 in the
Supporting Information.

3.2.2 | Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (theoretical method)

The theoretical method GSEA (Subramanian et al., 2005) is classified as FCS and starts with a gene ranking that is
based on the individual genes' associations with both conditions.

For a given gene set, the enrichment score is obtained by going down the gene ranking step by step and successively
increasing a mathematical term for each gene that is a member of the gene set, while decreasing the term for each gene
that is not. Each increase is weighted by the respective gene's association with the conditions, causing genes at the top
and bottom of the ranked gene list to contribute more strongly to the enrichment score. The enrichment score is then
obtained as the maximum deviation from zero of this term. Note that a more detailed description of the computation of
the enrichment score is provided in Section 2.5 in the Supporting Information. By default, significance is assessed by
testing a self-contained null hypothesis.

TABLE 3 Distinction of computational FCS methods based on the form of the required input object.

FCS method (computational) FCS I or FCS II?

GSEA FCS I

GSEAPreranked FCS II

clusterProfiler's GSEA FCS II

PADOG FCS I

Note: While FCS I comprises those computational FCS methods that accept as input the gene expression data set as a whole, FCS II methods require a gene
ranking that reflects the genes' magnitudes of differential expression between both conditions.

Abbreviation: FCS, functional class scoring; GSEA, Gene Set Enrichment Analysis; PADOG, pathway analysis with down-weighting of overlapping genes.
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3.2.3 | Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (computational method)

The theoretical method GSEA (see previous section) is implemented in the web-based application GSEA (Mootha
et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2005). This computational method requires the input of the gene expression data set as
a whole and is therefore classified as FCS I. By default, a gene ranking that represents the association with both condi-
tions is generated internally using the signal-to-noise ratio.

In accordance with the self-contained null hypothesis, the enrichment of a given gene set is evaluated by randomly
generating 1000 phenotype permutations.

3.2.4 | GSEAPreranked

In addition, the web-based application GSEA (see previous section) offers the version GSEAPreranked (Mootha
et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2005) for which a user inputs their own list of genes that has already been ranked by a
suitable gene-level statistic of choice. This version, which is categorized as FCS II accordingly, is recommended over
the traditional computational method GSEA if the gene-level statistics provided by the application do not suit the gene
expression data at hand. Further important aspects when choosing between GSEAPreranked and GSEA can be
obtained from Section 2.4 in the Supporting Information. In accordance with FCS II, GSEAPreranked assesses the sig-
nificance of a given gene set using gene set permutation.

3.2.5 | Pathway analysis with down-weighting of overlapping genes

PADOG (Tarca et al., 2013), which is short for “Pathway analysis with down-weighting of overlapping genes”, is a theo-
retical FCS method whose corresponding computational method PADOG is categorized as FCS I. It assigns a higher
weight to those genes in the computation of the enrichment score that are gene set-specific, meaning that they are
assigned to a few or even only a single gene set and might therefore indicate a true connection between the associated
gene set and the conditions of interest.

After quantifying each gene's magnitude of differential expression using a moderated variant of the t-statistic
(Smyth, 2004), a gene set's enrichment score is obtained as the weighted mean of the t-statistics of the corresponding
gene set members, with each gene's weight depending on its frequency of gene set memberships. Eventually, the signifi-
cance of a standardized version of the enrichment score is assessed by testing a self-contained null hypothesis through
phenotype permutation.

3.2.6 | clusterProfiler's GSEA

The R package clusterProfiler implements a modification of the theoretical method GSEA (see Section 3.2.2).
This computational method requires a list of the genes from the experiment ranked by their magnitudes of differential
expression as input and is therefore classified as FCS II. From this gene ranking, an enrichment score is calculated anal-
ogously to GSEA. However, the difference to the theoretical method, in which the conditions of the samples are per-
muted a certain number of times, is that significance is assessed by generating an empirical null distribution of
enrichment scores by permuting the gene labels within the ranked list (Yu et al., 2015). Note that this approach also dif-
fers from gene set permutation.

4 | PREPROCESSING AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS

In general, a user has to procure a high amount of information about the preprocessing steps required to generate the
input object for the chosen computational GSA method and additional practical aspects that are important when run-
ning it. A clear overview of the necessary steps is complicated by a discrepancy in the quality of the instructions and
user manuals between the different methods. Furthermore, there is commonly a lack of default procedures among the
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wide variety of different approaches to serve as guidance for the user. The enormous amount of informal guidance pro-
vided in online communities that is based on personal experience, as opposed to evidence-based guidelines from scien-
tific literature, illustrates this issue.

Another difficulty a user typically encounters is that the practical steps required to conduct GSA can differ greatly
across different methods and particularly between the different approaches. Even for computational methods based on
the same theoretical methods, there can be differences regarding the form of the required input object.

To offer the user a guide through this seemingly obscure procedure of preprocessing, we have summarized
the steps required to generate the accepted input object for each of the computational methods from Table 2. In
our guide, we assume a gene expression data set in the form of RNA-Seq data with the genes identified in the
Ensembl ID format (Cunningham et al., 2022). In addition, a graphical illustration is provided in Figure 2. While
we focus on the creation of the input objects for the different computational methods, we also discuss important
practical aspects of their internal parameters, such as the gene set database. Note that in this section, we will
(almost) exclusively refer to the computational GSA methods since preprocessing takes place in the practical
(and not theoretical) context. An extensive review of the researchers' degrees of freedom in the individual steps
of preprocessing, leading to data preprocessing uncertainty, is provided in Section 5 in the Supporting
Information.

4.1 | Pre-filtering

One of the first steps in the preprocessing of the RNA-Seq data is pre-filtering which refers to the exclusion of lowly
expressed genes. The reasons for this procedure are discussed particularly in the context of differential expression analy-
sis. One reason behind pre-filtering is that lowly expressed genes are unlikely to be detected as differentially expressed
from the start and that their exclusion leads to a reduction of the number of statistical tests (which equals one per gene)
to be performed (Love et al., 2014). As a consequence, the loss of statistical power accompanied by the correction for
multiple testing is alleviated. The authors of edgeR (Robinson et al., 2010) argue from a biological viewpoint and state
that a certain minimum expression level of a gene is required for it to be of biological importance.

In the context of GSA, the exclusion of genes with a particularly low magnitude of counts in RNA-Seq data is sub-
stantiated by the high likelihood that these counts are erroneously mapped to the given gene, even though it is not actu-
ally expressed in any of the samples (Subramanian et al., 2005).

4.2 | Gene ID conversion and removal of duplicated gene IDs

A variety of formats to identify gene IDs in a gene expression data set exist, such as Ensembl gene ID (Cunningham
et al., 2022), NCBI (Entrez) gene ID (Sayers et al., 2022) and HGNC (HUGO) gene symbols (Seal et al., 2023). Often-
times, there is a discrepancy between the gene ID format in the given gene expression data set and the format(s)
accepted by the chosen computational GSA method (see Section 3.2.1 in the Supporting Information for an overview of
the accepted gene ID formats). In this case, the gene IDs of the gene expression data set must be converted to the
required format.

Different conversion tools rarely lead to an identical conversion pattern of the genes and guidance on the optimal
choice of a conversion tool among the many options is scarce. Moreover, for some gene IDs in the initial format, the
chosen conversion tool may not provide any corresponding gene ID in the converted format. These genes are lost for
subsequent analysis and the gene expression data set is reduced accordingly.

Furthermore, there is often an ambiguous mapping between two distinct gene ID formats within a single conversion
tool which can lead to duplicated gene IDs in two ways. First, a gene ID of the initial format can be converted to several
gene IDs in the required format. Second, multiple distinct gene IDs of the initial format can be converted to the same
gene ID in the required format. The two cases are addressed in detail in Section 3.2.2 in the Supporting Information.

Both circumstances require manual handling, however, there is a lack of guidelines on an optimal manner of dupli-
cate gene ID removal provided by scientific publications. More specific details on possible approaches to removing
duplicated gene IDs are provided in Section 5.2 in the Supporting Information.
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4.3 | Normalization of RNA-Seq data

In many cases, conducting GSA requires a suitable normalization of the RNA-Seq data set during preprocessing. Nor-
malization aims to remove any sample-specific biases from RNA-Seq data that arise from the sequencing process itself

FIGURE 2 Overview of the practical GSA workflow for each computational GSA method, starting with an RNA-Seq data set with genes

identified in the Ensembl ID format. A special focus is placed on the required preprocessing steps. The dashed borders indicate the necessity

for a conversion of the gene IDs which is the case when the corresponding computational method does not accept the gene IDs in the

Ensembl ID format. An overview of the accepted gene ID format(s) per computational GSA method is provided in Section 3.2.1 in the

Supporting Information. Note that for clusterProfiler's GSEA, a conversion to the NCBI (Entrez) ID format is required when using

gene set database KEGG, while the initial Ensembl ID format can be retained for gene set database GO. The asterisk indicates that for

GOSeq, the required input object consists of a named binary vector which indicates differential expression, as opposed to the list of

differentially expressed genes. GOSeq and PADOG are the only two computational GSA methods from the selection for which the user has to

perform multiple testing adjustment manually. GSA, gene set analysis; GSEA, Gene Set Enrichment Analysis; PADOG, pathway analysis with

down-weighting of overlapping genes; RNA-Seq, RNA sequencing.
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and would, unless accounted for, hinder an accurate comparison between different samples. An overview of the biases
that are typically addressed by normalization methods, such as compositionality effects or differences in library size, is
provided in Section 3.3 in the Supporting Information.

4.4 | Transformation of RNA-Seq data

In addition to normalization, a suitable transformation of the RNA-Seq data set is required if the chosen GSA method
was specifically developed for data obtained using microarray technology. Note that this technology was the state-of-
the-art technology to quantify gene expression before RNA-seq emerged. For instance, the web-based application GSEA
and the R package PADOG, which are classified as FCS I, use the metrics signal-to-noise ratio and the moderated t-statis-
tic, respectively, to generate the gene ranking. Such metrics typically assume continuous and particularly homoscedas-
tic quantities, that is, (approximately) equal standard deviations of gene expression measurements across all
magnitudes of quantified gene expression. While these assumed characteristics match those of microarray measure-
ments, they do not hold for RNA-Seq data (Law et al., 2014). To address this issue, several methods have been proposed
that aim to make microarray methods applicable to RNA-Seq data by addressing the discreteness and heteroscedasticity
of these measurements with a suitable transformation (see Section 5.5 in the Supporting Information).

While in the context of differential expression analysis, the transformation of RNA-Seq data is particularly discussed
by the authors of the method voom/limma (Law et al., 2014) (see Section 5.6.2 in the Supporting Information), the
necessity of such transformation seems to be far less present in the context of GSA. For instance, in the user manual
provided for the web-based application GSEA, it is stated that even though GSEA is commonly used for RNA-Seq data,
its applicability to RNA-Seq measurements has not been fully investigated yet. This implies that GSEA is typically run
on RNA-Seq data without any transformation to properly align its characteristics to microarray measurements. The
only recommendation made is to perform a suitable method for normalization such as provided by DESeq2 (Love
et al., 2014) which on its own is not sufficient to align the characteristics of RNA-Seq data to those of microarray
measurements.

We note that a transformation of the RNA-Seq data can be bypassed for ORA and FCS II, whose required input
objects are typically generated using differential expression analysis, by choosing a method for differential expression
analysis specifically developed for RNA-Seq data (see Section 4.5).

4.5 | Differential expression analysis

The goal of differential expression analysis is to assess whether individual genes from the experiment exhibit different
expression patterns between the two conditions. Typically, from the results of such analysis, the genes with an adjusted
p-value below a certain threshold are classified as differentially expressed, whereas the remaining genes are categorized
as not differentially expressed. As already described in Section 2.1, this dichotomous interpretation of differential
expression analysis is used by ORA, which usually requires as input a list of differentially expressed genes. Note that,
while ORA is typically performed for the full list of differentially expressed genes, it is sometimes run separately for the
up- and down-regulated genes from this list; see Section 5.7 in the Supporting Information for further details.

In FCS, differential expression analysis is conducted in the course of preprocessing only for those computational
methods that require as input a gene ranking generated by the user, that is, FCS II, while this ranking is created inter-
nally for FCS I. In the context of GSA, Reimand et al. (2019) recommend using methods for differential expression anal-
ysis that employ a variance stabilization, such as limma/voom (Law et al., 2014), DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014), or edgeR
(Robinson et al., 2010).

4.6 | Gene-level statistic (for FCS II)

For FCS II methods, the required input list of all genes from the experiment that are ranked by their magnitude of dif-
ferential expression is generated using a suitable gene-level statistic. This gene-level statistic is typically based on the
quantities from the results table of the preceding differential expression analysis, such as the (un-adjusted) p-value and
the estimated log fold change between both conditions. The gene-level statistic of each gene (and therefore the gene
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ranking) is generated such that genes that show gene expression strongly in favor of one of both conditions have a high
positive or negative value (and are placed at the upper or lower end of the ranking), respectively, while genes whose
expression behavior does not change between both conditions have a value near zero and are located in the middle. For
further information and suggestions on gene-level statistics, inspect Section 5.7 in the Supporting Information.

4.7 | Adjustment for multiple testing

In the context of GSA, a statistical test is performed for each gene set provided by the given gene set database, resulting
in the necessity for multiple testing adjustment (for a more detailed explanation, refer to Section 5.8 in the Supporting
Information). While the majority of computational GSA methods considered in this work perform multiple testing
adjustment internally, GOSeq and PADOG constitute an exception. Both computational methods require multiple test-
ing adjustment to be performed by the user, which can be done using the function p.adjust() from the R

package base.

4.8 | Gene set database

As mentioned in Section 2, the gene set database provides information on how the genes from the experiment are
aggregated into gene sets based on a specific relationship between the respective genes. Such a relationship could be a
common chromosomal location or biological function (Subramanian et al., 2005). In the context of ORA, the gene set
database additionally provides the set of background genes (i.e., universe) if the accepted input object consists of the list
of differentially expressed genes so that the information about the entirety of genes from the experiment is lost,
accordingly.

There are a variety of different gene set databases which typically differ in aspects such as the number of gene sets
they contain (Mubeen et al., 2019). Mubeen et al. (2019) observe that in practice, the choice of the gene set databases is
primarily made based on personal experience and preference, such as a tendency towards gene set databases that
empirically yield preferable results, even though it should be made based on the underlying biological context.

4.9 | Specification of a seed for reproducibility (for FCS)

FCS methods, irrespective of the required input object, typically generate a large number of random permutations to
empirically calculate a p-value of enrichment. To ensure that the same permutations are generated when the computa-
tional method is run at different points in time and thus lead to identical results, a seed can be specified in the form of
an arbitrary integer number. The specification of a seed is therefore highly recommendable.

In contrast to FCS, ORA typically does not involve a random component as no random sampling or permuting is
performed. Instead, enrichment is assessed based on parametric assumptions on the underlying null distributions. This
also applies to the methods for differential expression analysis, resulting in no necessity and therefore no option to spec-
ify a seed.

4.10 | Visualization of the results

The GSA results are typically presented in the form of a ranking of the gene sets based on their adjusted p-values.
For some methods, only a subset of all gene sets are displayed, such as those with an adjusted p-value below a pre-
specified threshold. Thereby, different options for adjusting the displayed set of gene sets often exist. However,
users can also create more illustrative visualizations of the results using specially designed Bioconductor pack-
ages, for example, enrichplot (Yu, 2023). The corresponding visualizations additionally highlight specific
important aspects, such as the genes involved in the differentially enriched gene sets. We refer to the associated
vignettes for further details.
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5 | UNCERTAINTIES, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 | Method, parameter, and data preprocessing uncertainty

The existence of method uncertainty becomes clear in Section 3, in which a variety of methods are presented. It is
important to keep in mind that this selection is only a small subset of the plethora of methods available, a fact that fur-
ther intensifies method uncertainty.

Even within an individual computational GSA method, there is typically a certain number of parameters (e.g., the
gene set database) that can be modified to adapt the analysis strategy to the given research question and the data at
hand, resulting in parameter uncertainty. Since the majority of flexible parameters differ between ORA and FCS, we
elaborate on the common flexible parameter choices for both approaches separately (Sections 4.1 and 4.2 in the
Supporting Information).

As already described, the flexibility offered between and within the individual GSA methods is accompanied by a
variety of options in the preceding preprocessing for which guidance in the form of default approaches is scarce. Fur-
thermore, in existing works on applied research, the exact details of the performed steps of preprocessing are typically
neglected, if indicated at all. We address the corresponding data preprocessing uncertainty in the Supporting Informa-
tion (see Section 5) by providing an overview of existing strategies from published literature for each step from
Figure 2.

5.2 | Implications and recommendations for users

In the following, we provide additional implications and recommendations for users to navigate through the uncer-
tainties inherent to GSA. For a concise summary, see Table 4.

Awareness of the uncertainties related to the use of GSA methods is the first step toward their correct use. In partic-
ular, the mere name of the method is not sufficient to characterize an analysis. A researcher, for example, cannot
assume that they used the same analysis pipeline as used in a previous publication just because they used the same
method. Attention should be devoted to all details of the implementation.

As far as possible, it is generally recommended to choose methods and parameters considering the biological setting
and research question in the first place—as opposed to choices made after seeing the results as will be further discussed
at the end of this section.

It is also important to note that, while some parameters can (or must) be chosen by the user to adapt to the underly-
ing biological context and offer a certain amount of flexibility, others are to be considered as “technical” parameters
related to the reproducibility of the results and computational resources. The latter thus do not offer such flexibility in
the strict sense. In particular, the number of permutations in permutation-based methods should be set as large as

TABLE 4 Overview of the recommendations to users of GSA.

Recommendations to users of GSA

• Be aware of method, parameter, and data preprocessing uncertainty

• Report your analysis transparently
� Include all choices regarding method, parameters, and data preprocessing approach
� Make your code available
� Report versions of all R packages and web-based applications used

• As far as possible: choose method, parameters, and data preprocessing approach before starting your analysis
� Exception: sensitivity analysis to check the robustness of the results
� Present all results in a structured way

• Technical parameters: do not offer true flexibility and must be specified before running the analysis
� Random seed: set a seed for all methods in your analysis that contain a random component (such as random permutation) to

ensure reproducibility
� Number of permutations in permutation-based methods: set as high as computationally feasible or stick with the default value (if

default is substantiated by the developers)

Abbreviation: GSA, gene set analysis.
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computationally feasible. One should not run the analyses with different numbers of permutations but rather set this
number to a large value in the first place. The seed—for methods involving a random component—is also not a param-
eter that should be specified flexibly. The seed should be, if at all, changed only to check whether results obtained with
different seeds are very similar. It should particularly never be changed in the hope of obtaining “more satisfying
results”.

All changes of parameters or options conducted after seeing the results of interest, that is, a deliberate exploitation
of the uncertainties in the GSA workflow, may tempt researchers to selective reporting. Typically, researchers will come
back to their initial analysis and results if the change does not make the results more satisfying in their view. In con-
trast, they will adopt the changed pipeline if they prefer its results to those of the original pipeline. Such practice may
seem natural at first glance so that many researchers who proceed this way may not be aware that this excessive fitting
of the analysis strategy to the given data set is a form of cherry-picking, also denoted as fishing for significance in the
context of statistical tests. In other contexts than GSA, it has been demonstrated that cherry-picking results in
over-optimistic research findings that cannot be validated on new, independent data (Ullmann et al., 2023) and thus
contributes to the so-called replication crisis. In this context, we want to emphasize that research findings that cannot
be replicated on independent data are not valid. In the specific context of GSA, the extent to which over-optimistic
results can be produced when method, parameter, and data preprocessing uncertainty are exploited has not yet been
explored.

However, one may choose to apply different pipelines in the first place as a form of sensitivity analysis to check the
robustness of the results. This amounts to the “report uncertainty strategy” suggested previously as one of many poten-
tial approaches to handling the multiplicity of analysis strategies (Hoffmann et al., 2021). The challenge will then be to
present the results in a clearly arranged way to avoid confusion.

Irrespective of whether such robustness checks are performed or not, all choices done by researchers performing
GSA should be transparently reported. In this context, code should be made available for the purpose of reproducibility,
because all details of an analysis can barely be entirely reported in the form of text. Along with the code, researchers
should always indicate the version of the chosen computational GSA method and the gene set database. In a recent sur-
vey on more than 200 gene set analyses, it was found that only a minority indicated the version of the software used
while even less provided information on the version of the gene set database (Wijesooriya et al., 2022).

5.3 | Implications and recommendations for method developers

Considering the possibly important impact of uncertain choices on the results and the devastating effect of cherry-
picking in terms of replicability, method developers should as far as possible provide practical guidance regarding
parameter and data preprocessing uncertainty to future users. This could be done in the form of defaults and clear
instructions regarding deviations from the defaults, which are ideally evidence-based rather than resulting from anec-
dotal experience.

Regarding the high degree of freedom affecting GSA, we regard neutral comparison studies (Boulesteix et al., 2017)
investigating the behavior of methods dependent on parameters and preprocessing in different scenarios as playing a
crucial role towards the more proficient use of these methods by users, ultimately leading to more reliable results in
the field. In particular, keeping in mind that the “one method fits all data sets” philosophy does not sufficiently reflect
the complexity of such analyses (Strobl & Leisch, 2024), we argue that comparison studies should investigate a variety
of settings, data sets, and methods' variants in addition to the default parameters. Particularly, factorial comparison
designs are used to identify which features of the methods or pipelines make a difference. Suppose as a simplified exam-
ple of such a factorial comparison design that the authors of a method we call “A” apply it together with a particular
metric for differential expression assessment, while the authors of another method called “B” use another metric. In
this case, it may make sense to investigate the behavior of all 2�2 combinations of methods and metrics rather than
sticking to the original two combinations, as already demonstrated in another context (Nießl et al., 2024).

6 | ILLUSTRATIONS IN R

Alongside this review, we provide an illustration of the practical steps to be performed in R for each step from Figure 2.
For an overview of the structure of the illustration, refer to Section 6 in the Supporting Information. For this
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illustration, the user has the choice to work through several R files (available on GitHub), however, they can also
inspect them visually as a part of A Practical Guide through Running Gene Set Analysis in R.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information can be found online in the Supporting Information section at the end of this article.
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